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LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
FRITZ ENGINEERING LABORATORY
BETHLEHEM. PA.
(NOT FOR PUBLICATION)
TO: Members, Lehigh University Project
SUbcommittee" WRC '
~VELDED CONTINUOUS FRMnES AND THEIR COMPONENTS
Progress Report I
Special Semi-Annual Report
March 8, 1950
Gentlemen:
GENERAL
PHONE
BETHLEHEM 7·5071
FRITZ E. L. OFFICE EXT. 258
HYDRAULICS LAB. EXT. 279
!
This report has been prepared expressly for the forthcoming
meeting of the subcommittee. A complete presentation of
reSUlts is not intended. Reports for publication will shortly
be commenced in at least two of the programs which wi'frl serve
this purpose.
A number of reportS'have already been furnished to the
crnrumittee.(l) Perhaps time shOUld be allowed to receive your
suggestions on the folloWing items:
(a) what problems shOUld be given emphasis in
I
the future program?
(b) a criticism of work thus far (in July, 1950 .~
we will have reached the. end of our second
year of the 5-year program).
(c) a criticism of ~easurements and instrumentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - -(1) Progress Reports B, C, D, F. See AppendiX I.
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A few test results are presented below. These summary
reports have been prepared primarily by the research assistants.
In the case of the connection program, in which a number of tests
remain to be completed, typical and summary data have been
presented so that criticisms maybe made for the rest of the
series.
Cambridge trip. Progress Report G has been distributed.
Time has not permitted the preparation of furthe~ reports
on the trip. Rough notes, photographs, and sketches will be
brought to the meeting for examination by subcommittee members
if desired. Some of the items that could be reported on are:
(a) Photographs of some of the Cambridge test set-ups.
(b) Sketches of yielding in beams being tested for
I
inelastic lateral buckling.
(c) Some resUlts of column tests in which LYnn
Beedle participated.
(d) Some suggestions made to Cambridge personnel
for further column research on model scale.
(e) Chart of structural research including
objectives, method of test, variables, sketches
of test set-ups. This is an amplification of
the projects listed in Progress Report G, and
is partially complete~
(f) Details of fabrication of scale model sections.
A paper, "Columnsin Tier BUilding Frames!', emphasizing design
requirements, is in preparation.
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Rep'orts. A complete list is presented in Appendix I for
information. Two additional reports for pUblication are in
preparation: Progress Report No. 3 on the program of beam
tests, and No.4 on the connection tests. The latter will
.be presented at the October meeting of the Welding Society.
10e hope to present an outline of Progress Report No. 3 at
the third Plasticity Symposium at Brown University in September.
Finances and general plans. No report is made other than to
recommend that next year's AISI. contribution be added to
that of the AISC to support a fUll-time research associate
and an expanded program in the column investigation. For the
AlSI
past two years this/money has been devoted primarily to the
connection and continuous beam investigations. In our next
proposal to ONR a small sum will be included for col~}r stUdies!
I
With the funds remaining this year the outlined connection
program will be c ompl eted, incluillng control beam and coupon
tests, two frames will be tested, and coupon s.tudies for 14WF30
material and a few column tests will be completed.
Since the Navy is desirous of a fiscal year commencing Oct.
1 and since VffiC operates on the s~ne basis we plan to shift
our financial ope'rations to the same period. We believe this
will not affect the contributions now received from our
sponsors.
We have agreed to partial support (rail fare from New York +
hotel accomodations) to have Dr. Heyman visit us for a dis-
cussion with personnel on this project. Would the committee
,
agree that it is desirable to continue to support such contacts?
- - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~
* ONR funds will be used primarily for connection and frame
research.
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Dr~ Heyman, one of Professor Baker's team, is at Brown University
this year."
BEAMS
(C. H. Ynng, Research Assistant)
Test programo Table I contains the latest revision. No
further tests (model B6 and BB) are planned under this ye~rls
bUdget, except to complete the coupon test work.
Outline reSUlts. The following table indicates the initial
yield strength(l) and ultimate strength both observed and
predicted (on the basis of coupon test data and the simple
plastic theory).
I I Ini tial ITest No. Yield Strength W ill timate Strength Vi!
Observed Predicted Observed PrediGped
- (Kips) (Kips) "I
Bl 21.4 23.1 25.2 27.7
B2 27 34.7 56 55
B3 39 46.2 57 55
B4 29 34.7 56 55
B5 33 34.7 57 55
B7 39 44.5 65 60{2)
-
IN W
t;----"'"J'I:1S---"·---*'----,A~------,t
- - - - - - ~ - ~ - - ._._. - - - - - - - - - ~ ----,...(1) For observed values this is arbitrarily defined as the load
at which the formation of yield lines in the specimen was
accompanied by an obvious deviation from a straight line.
Initial yield is a gradual process, and detection depends
on sensitivity of gages and scale at which data is plotted.
(2) Coupons not tested. 8WF40 data used.
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TABLE I
TABLE OF TESTS
Test Size of Span Support
No. Member Loading ( ft.) Type of Test Detail
*~ 8WF40 1/3 point 14 Simple Beam
*B " II " (1) II Simulated Cont. (a)2 Beam
*B II II "(2) " Simulated Frame ( a)3
*B II " " (1) II SimUlated Cont. (b)4 Beam
*
II II "(1) II S"imulated Cont" Cd).B5 Beam
B6 l4VVF30
II II II Simple Beam
*B7 "
II
" (1) " Simulated Cont. (b)
Beam
B8 "
II
"(1)
" Simulated Cont. ( d)
Beam
- --
* Test completed.
(1) Force at end of overhanging sections regulated to keep
beam level over support point. .
(2) Cantilever load regulated to keep end in same horizontal
plane as support point~.
~ ~ }
0 (d)(0 ) ( b)
III If
The results of tests Bl, 2, 3 and 8WF40 coupon data were
presented in Progress Report·B. The report for pUblication
will summarize this plus the results of the remainder of the
Figuresl and 2 from Test 7 are presented because they show
..
behavior not 'observed on the 8WF40 series. (One of the objectiv~s
of the program was to show influence of section shape.) Further
discussion is contained beneath the photographs.
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Fig. 1. Test B7, 14WF30 section. This
photograph, taken at collapse,
shows how yielding on the
compression and tension sides
penetrated to about the same
depth of section. In the top
flange at the left can be
observed evidence of both lateral
and local buckling which combined'
to prevent the section from
carrying additional load.
Progress Report I
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•
Fig. 2. Test B7, l4WF30 section,
detail of support at collapse.
Shear yielding in this test
differed from the 8WF40 tests
in that it was localized at the
supports. Note how the shear
yielding 'pattern to the left
stops abruptly.
Note also the local buckling
of the lower (compression) flange
on both sides of the support.
Although there was some buckling
on the 8VW40 it was not this
severe.
Progress Report I
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Progress Report H, a discussion of Mr. Weiskopf1srecent
paper, has been furnished to you previously.
Additional T9stS. Model B6 - a control test - is probably not
necessary because the central span of the continuous beam B7
constitutes such a test.
A test of Model F (B8) is not considered urgent. since the
variable (effect of connection type) did not significantly
influence behavior on the 8WF40 series.
The committee may wish to consider further study of local
and lateral buckling producing inelastic instabi1i ty. The
14VW30 test brought out such behavior and some similarities were
not e d in the connection program where section proportions
are similar.
Quoting from the August 3, 1949 revision of propos~l,
"An additional test should be made to
,continue the study of effect of varying
end restraint, completing the series
started by tests (A) and (B)~ From these
tests, it appears that sufficient rotation at
support points may prevent the llbinges ll from
developing before excessiye deflections
have occurred .. 11
This could be accomplished with a single load applied at the
center. Another method would be to increase the length of
cantilever arms, but maintaining third-point loading •.
CONNECTIONS
CA. A. Topractsoglou, Research Assistant)
The following report presents more detail results than the
other investigations since a number of tests remain to be
completed. It was thought that the presentation of typical
data might.be.of value to the committee at the present
time.
- - - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ -
* B2 and B3 in Table I.
_ ... - ... --------_ .. _ ....
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At no cost to the project a graduate student, Mr. L. L.
Schneide~made a significant contribution to the project by
making an elastic analysis of the various connections. A
number of methods were compared for the haunched type.
Particularly in the case of bUilt-up knees this was valuable
since it permitted proper location of the line of load appli-
cation. The information will be of further value in cmnparing
reSUlts of tests with theoretical analysis.
Purpose: to study the behavior of welded joints in the elastic
and plastic range, observe the mode of failure and the relative
strength, stiffness and cost of fabrication.
Further, as indicated in the minutes of the previous SUb-
committee meeting, the purpose of the current series was to
answer quickly and as economically as possible, questions
relating to certain details of construction of connection types
being considered~
Suggestions. In response to the proposal the following were
some of the suggestions made by committee members:
1. to include more tests using curved inner flange
connections in which radius would be kept
constant, the flange thickness being varied. E or F
and L or Mmight be omitted.
2. to use Bleich's method for curved knees for analysing
knees with non-parallel flanges.
3. to use 8B13 secti on instead of 6WF15.1.
This was done.
Specimens Tested. Of the fourteen connections submitted in
the proposal of September 9, 1949, and shown in Table II,
TABLE ]I
Proposed Corner Connection Tosts
; Test I Type of' Number of
I Hodel; Conn. Specimens Sketch
I
FI ,A ? 1I See Fig. 3.
~B 2B 1 d See Fig. 4.
~I~ \C 15 1
See Fig. 7.~
~ Jl / l. ,( 1 .. )n n
D 4 3 /' '/ ':(/vj'E "':.::--' <=::' (::.::.. , ,
F
',-
(D) (E) (F)
-
'---
I.--
~AA WiO' l;
-
G 5A 4 .!II ! '~-=:J(J)
H '-~Ji. I ~ R =lot" .
I ( G) R=18 U t=i" c::::' t = t
J
: (I) R=9.0!~t=i" , .
l /"
, .
--.I See Fig. 9
,
I:' j ii' t ~ \" \ ,:K 8B 3 Ii
L I jiI ! jM (X) (L) ( M)l~
-------
"-see 'Fig. 6,...
+ :t' . LltS
.
I 01
N 16 1 Qt -1t\,jl ~l ~I_L See Fig. 8I" 2.D ~I '--
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eight have been tested. Tests have been completed on the
following:
Test Model Type
., Tl A 2
T2 K 8B
T3 M 8B
T4 D 4
T5 E 4
T6 N 16
T7 B 2B
T8 C 15
All connections were tested in a 300,000 lb. Baldwin hydraulic
machine as shown in Fig. 3 except
tested in the 800,000 lb. Riehle screw-type machine.
In all cases lateral support was provided to prevent
early lateral buckling. Approximate time for setting up the
specimen in the machine and in completing a test has been
30 hours. The average cost of each test has been about $120.
DATA TAKEN
Rota,uions in the knee were measured with level bars which
were supported on rods welded in the web adjacent to flange.
Fig. 9 gives location of support rods while Fig. 3 shows level
bars in place.
Deflections were measured with a deflection gage which can
be seen in Fig. 3. Fig. 9 gives ~ typical location of gage.
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Fig. 3. Pieture showing test set-up.
Note loading ~ixture, deflection
gage, two level bar~ and strain
indicator.
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SR-4's are being used in certain localities:
1. to get the M-0 curve for the rolled section.
2. to indicate the degree to which a uniform stress
distribution 1 s ' achieved along the compression
flange of a haunch. This places the connection in
a "worst .loading" condition.
3. to compare experimental values to theoretical ones
(see suggestion 2 mentioned above).
4. to observe stress concentration effects.
fl Mirror Gage was used to obtain changes in moment arm.
See Fig. 9.
Whitewash was used to obtain location of yield lines.
Results. Table III gives : experimental and calculated
results. In obtaining the calculated load for initial yielding
of the haunched or bracketed connections the nexure formUla,
Bleich's method and the Wedge Theory (Osgood) were used and the
lowest of these is the value presented.
Table IV gives the relative cost of fabrication. Note last
column.
Connection ~ype 2B has been chosen as typical and test data
mrepresented with brief discussion. Fig. 4 to 7 give the general
appearance at collapse and the formation of yield lines~ The
fabrication details of the connection are given in Fig •. 8.
The Loading Fixture used in all tests and the location of strain
-g~ges, level bars, deflection gage and mirror gage on Test 7
are given in Fig. 9. rig. 10 is the Load-Deflection curve as
obtained by the deflection gage. The broken line parallel to
the elastic part of the curve is dDavm with an offset .of 0004"
deflection. The point of intersection with the curve has been
TA&.E lIT
TABULATED RESULTS
OBSERVED {kips) OBSERVED {kips)
Local Initial Gen. Calc. Gen. Local Max. Calc. Obs. Slope
Test Model Type Yield Yield Yield Initial Yield Buck- Load Max. Max. of Defl.
Yield Obs. ' ling Load* Load' Curve
-
Calc. Calc~ Elastic
Max. Part
Load
': lX 104
lb. lin.)
"
Tl A 2 rr 6.5 12.5 18.8 18.4 1.020 21.0 21.5 22.7 0.946 ' 7.8
"
' ,
T2 K 8B F 10.0 10.5 18.1 17.8 1.018 21.5 22.0 22.7 0.969 8.0
" "
T3 M, 8B F 9.0 9.0 17.6 17.8 0.987 21.0 22.5 22.7 0.990 7.8
F ..T4 D 4 19.0 16.0 24.1 23.9 1.010 29.0 29.4 31.6 0.930 14.0
~ ". '.T5 E 4 14.5 20.0 28.6 23.9 1.196 31.0 31.5 31.6 0.996 14.9
g;:n " ,.T6 N 16 16.0 "18.0 26.4 24.6 1.073 29.0 35.0 36.1 0 ..970 17.1
~ ., , ..T7 B 2B 4.0 10.0 14.2 19.6 0.724 19.0 19.0 27,,4 0.693 7.0
.
P ,.T8 C 15 ", 6.0 11.3 17.6 17..0 1.035 21.5 22.5 20.9 1.076 6.5
* Based on plastic hinge of rolled section.
TABLE IV
TIME OF FABRICATION
Cutting of Cutting stiffeners
Model Type Rolled section and butt plates Bevellipg Welding Total Ratio basa.d on
. Model A
t
Min. Sec. Min. Sec .. Bin. Sec. Min. Sec. Min. Sec.
- - - - - - -. - - -
A 2 2 00 1 52 1 08 12 53 17 53 1
."
"
K 8B 1 40 5 06
- -- 15 11 21 57 1.23
M 8B 1 40 7 14
-
-- 16 45 25 39 1.43
D 4 1 40 9 41 1 08 31 08 43 37 2.44
E 4 I 40 8 33 1 08 25 58 37 19 2.08
..
N 16 1 40 29 45 0 34 51 58 83 57 4.70
..
B 2B 1 40 26 19 2 16 59 20 89 35 5.00
,.
C 15 i 40 13 45 1 42 31 11 48 18 2.70
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Fig~ 3a. Test 7, Connection 2B.
View showing south side of
connection when P = 18,000 lb.
Note lateral bracing, yield
lines and deflection gage
support at far left.
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Fig. 4. Test No.7, Connection type 2B.
View from south showing yield
line~ at the completion of test.
Note yielding at both compression
and tension flanges, and local
buckling.
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Fig. 5. Test No.7, Connect.ion type 2B.
View from N.E. Note lines in
the tension flange of column and
extensive yielding allover and
especiall'y near reentrant angle.
There is no yielding in rolled
section.
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Fig. 6. Test No.7, Connection type 2B.
View from Vlest showing amount'
of lateral buckling.
Fig. 7. Test No.7. Connection 2B.
View showing yielding in
compression flange of knee.
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chosen as the general yield point. This is an arbritary
criterion used for all connections. The rotation in the knee
is given by the curve of Fig. 11. This curve is obtained from
the rotations of Level Bar No.1 and No.2. It will be used
for comparison with rotation of a beam of equivalent section.
Fig. 12 gives the increase in moment a~ as obtained from
mirror gage. The change in moment arm at maximum load is
about 35/60 inches, which is about 1~ increase in moment and
has been neglected in calcUlations.
the
The agreement betweenltEeoretical line and experimental pointe
of the M-0 curve at section A-A (see Fig. 9) as given in Fig. 13
shows satisfactory behavior of specimen and apparatus.
Welding Sequence. The following assembly and welding sequence
q
o~-
~ Corder given.
3. Weld about 4" at a time. The
sketch show~ the general sequence
followed. After'all welds of
one number are completed on one
side the connection is turnod-
and the same members are welded
on the appoai te side.
2. Start welding from middle of
each plate, i.e. points 0, Or
and 0".
1. Tack weld to the web the flange
plates a to e in the alphabetical
was used on type 2B specimen.
4. Weld the butt plates.
5. Weld diagonal stiffener on
both sides of web.
6. Weld rolled sections.
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Prior report. 205.D was reviewed rather thoroughly at the last
meeting. Unless there is further cOlmnent it may be passed over.
Further work. An expression of tentative opinion is sought
from the committee on the suggestion to include more tests using
curved inner flanges. The proposed connections have been
fabricated but not tested.
As reported in the Sept~ber 9, 1949 proposal, the 14WF30
section gave results in the initial test which might be typical
for average rolled members of similar bid ratio. Most type 7
connections fabricated of these sections would fail by shear
in the knee web before reaching the yield point in bending.
A test might be desirable using a rolled section in which
bending failure would occur before shear yielding. The type 8
connection (no diagonal stiffener) should be similar in behavior
to type 7 and would be suggested for such a test.
Specimens are being saved and after the program of "compres-
si.on ll testing is completed it is planned to load these in ten:s.ione
Strength will be observed against overall deflection (measured
by dial gage as shown in Fig. 9). Loading in compression will
be more severe than in tension, but the latter is possible,
hence the tests are suggested for discussion by the committee.
Numerous of the test~ proposed as frames in the original
proposal dated May 12, 1948 can probably bo carried out as
connection tests. Many wereJ.~inte:p.ded to study the influence
of varying column and beam sections. Table IV in that proposal
conta1ps the tests suggested.
When oonsidering type 2 oonnections the possibility of plate
laminations is often mentioned. The influence could be evaluated
"1.'
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in beam teata ,as shown in the
accompanying sketch using plates
known to be laminated.
Tests and proposals thus far have been for the corner type.
Consideration is now being given to tests of interior connections
and will be presented in proposal form at a later date~
COLUMNS
(Jan Ruzek, Researoh Assistant)
Current Program. Because of Lynn Beedle's trip to England a
full-time series of tests was not planned for the year. The
following tests have been completed since the previous report:
Test 'I'e st
Number Section L Conditions* .. p!p\/ Purpose
T6 4WF13 16' b .23 Note (1 )
T7 II 16' b .23 Notes (1) , (2)
T8 8WF3l 16' c Moment comparison with
constant Cambridge test
* "b ":
He":
moment applied at one end, opposite end kept _"fixed~
equal moments of. opposi te sign applied at each end •.
(1) The original plan was to duplicate the 8VVF3l series of
three tests completed last year except that 4 WF 13
sections would be used. Difficulties in testing T6
occurred and the column yielded, deforming laterally.
Since the pilot test had been plastically deformed in
the strong direction, it was decided to use both tests
in a serios to investigate influence of prior plastic
deformation. T7 was tested in identical fashion but
without previous plastic deformation.
(2) This test was conducted in accordance with the original
plan and also furnished comparison with test 6 and the
pilot test.
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~ehigh-Cambridge comparison test. Appendix III outlines plans
for test 8, noted in the above table. The chairman of the
subcommittee was advised of the plan, Professor Baker agreed
that the test proposed would be satisfactory, and the test
was completed on March 5. It was a part of the regular program
(refer to Table I of Progress Report 2, "Tests of Columns under
Combined Bending and Thrust") although sequence of loading was
different from that previously used at Lehigh.
The collapse load under nearly constant. applied end moments
a
is shown in Appendix III, Fig. 14 .• In!Subsequent test with
zero end moments. (pin--end condition)" the column collapsed at
a load about 2% below the equivalent collapse load of the
Cambridge test.
There was no yielding of the "tension" flangeD Suggestions
for additional tests are contained under the heading, "Number
of Tests ll in Appendix III. This will also be discussed further
with Professor Baker.
Reports. Progress Reports 2 and C were distributed to the
committee at the time of the last meeting. As noted in the
first part of this report, a study of design requirements of
columns in tier buildings is in preparation.
Dissertation. A study by Mr. Co H. Chen of elastic lateral
buckling of I-section columns is underway. Mr. Chen was
research assistant on the project last year. The tentative
outline of his dissertation is presented in Appendix II.
Future program. The two remaining 4VW13" IS-foot columns in
the "original plan" will be completed. This will be .followed
bya study of all test data, on the basis of which a new proposal
will be prepared.

AppendJx I
LIST OF REPORTS
(The fOllowing are on file in the library.)
TITLE
Reports for Publication
DATE AUTHORS
205.2
The Plastic Behavior 8 Sept. '48
of Wide Flange Beams
(Welding Journal, Nov.
'48)
Tests of Columns under 20 May '49
Combined Bending & Thrust
(to be published in SESA
Vol. VIII, NO.1; June '50)
Luxion
Johnston
Beedle
Ready
Johnston
Reports to LehiJih Project 'Sub commi ttee.
205.A Plans for Connection 26 Nov. '48 B~"dle
and Column Tests R9-~ek
Johnst on
205.B Plastic Behavior of 26 May '49 Yang
Continuous Beams
205.C Strength of Columns under 27 May. '49 Chen
Combined Bending and
Compre ssion
205 ..D Test of a Rigid Frame Ruzek
Knee Topractsoglou
205.E Working Drawings for Topractsoglou
Three Cohnection Tests Ruzek
Proposal fQ~Additional Beedle
Tests
205.F General Summary Report" 19 July 149 Beedle
205.G Structural Research at 30 Jan. 150 Beedle
Cambridge University
205.H Discussion of "Flexure 20 Feb. '50 Beedle
of I-Sections above Yang
Plastic Range" by W.H.
Vlei skopf
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ - ~(1) Indicates Progress Report tI·tu or "A" as the case may be.
Append~x II
Tentative Outline of Dissertation
Chm-huo Chen
Oct. 28, 1949
ColQmns of thin-walled open section possess extremely
low torsional strength. Such a. column loaded eccentrically
in the plane of its maximum moment of inertia may buckle
laterally, involving twis,ting and bending. The problem
has been analyzed and discussed by H. Wagner, R. Kappus,
S. Timoshenko" J. N. Goodier, H. N. Hill and B. G. Johnston
and various solutions obtained for some cases. This
diss.ertation is intended to make a thorough investigation
of one or more of the folloWing problems concerni~~ the
I
lateral buckling of I -section members:
1. To find the general solution of the critical
lateral buckling load of a I-section member with axial
load and end-moments applied in the plane of the web.---
The problem of lateral buckling of a I -secti on column with
equal end~oments has been discussed by B. G. Johnston.*
In actual structures, generally, these moments are not
equal. It seem~\ that the investigation of the case of
" :.1
unequal end-moments would be of some practical significance.
2. To find the direct stress due to non-uniform torsion
in a I-section column with end thrust in neither principal
Appendix II
_]age _2__
plane of the section.---- In the 1946 A.R.E.A. Specifi-
cations, the allowable stress for compressi on member
with the load applied with simultaneous eccentricity with
res,pect to both principal axes is given by the following
formula:
b-I -~_.
-I- C. l5).... sec.~.f !fi:' +(e~ (; l' o.25)se<; ~ j jFI'
,r,Ji::L- ~ ell E
Apparently, the design fcrmula has neglected the com-
pressive stress due to non-uniform torsion. Study will
be made to dete~ffiine the magnitude of the stress thus
introduced and attempt will be made to modify the above
design formula if desirable.
* "Laterai Buckling of I ...Section Colulim Wi th Eccentric
End Loads in Plane of the \fieb" by:S. G. Johnston,
Journal of Applied.Mechanics, December, 1941, pp 176.
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Appendix III
cm:.m.rn TESTST-8
Notes on a test to compare
with Cambridge test F22B8
for ths purpose of investi-
gating scale effect.
March 8, 1950
(a) Investigate scale effect. Observe if collapse occurs
after the formation of a single complete yield plane
in the·· as ·'Yet unyielded flange. See "Di scussion ll ,
note 1"
(b) Part of general program.. Under test condition lieu
(described below) obtain a point on the collaps&
interact5.. on cnrve ..
RESULTS OF F22B8 AND 9 (Cambridge tests)
Section shown in Fig co la" Loading applied as shown in.Fig" 4.
Interaction curve for the section shown in Fig~ 5.
In F22B8 the attempt was made 'to make the column collapse by
the application of beam loads only. The elastic behavior is
shown dotted in Fig" 50 This was not possible (due to limitation
in beam capacity) so that collapse was brought about by the
addition of axial load.
The computed magnitudes of moments are shown in Fig" 14,
plotted against axiS: load with the interaction curve shown.
Values are somewhat approximate. Magnitude of axial load
at collapse is shown for both B8 and B9~
TEST SPECI~mN: Cambridge personnel have previously agreed to
8WF31, 16 feet in length. L/r in y-direction is 95 which is
very close to B8. Note that L/r in x-direction will be twice
as great in Lehigh test as in B8. See table in Fig. 13 for
comparison. Compare cross-sections in Figs. la and 3.
LOADING: Plan is the reverse of usual Lehigh method. Bending
moment will be held constant while axial load 1s increased to
collapse.
Plah of the test shown in Fig. 14. M/Mp = .22. On 8WF3l use
M = .22 x Mp (2)
M = .22 x 1200 = 264 kip-inches
This method of loading will load the column in the most severe
manner insofar as flanges are concerned. Fig. 12 shows
condi tion of test.
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -(l) Fig. numbers indicated in appendix refer to figures that
follow, not to those in main text.
(2) Subsequently changed to MA = MC =176 kip-inches.
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~rr~MBER OF TESTS! One test only is planned at the present time.
·Cit;5.s::;-;-~-·Fhat are de sirE.ble would be a C ompari s on with B9 and a
(J.1.J.p~'5.cate of the one hex'8 pr'oposed except wi th ~n 8BL.13 secti on
and 8. length of 80 l ! (B,PP-?Ox~)< This is a more exact approxi-
mation t) L/rx of C0\J:1b:rL:'l.ge B8. If many lines are formed in
both flanges 'of the abovo? proposed tests, the demonstration of
8. scale 8ffect Vilculd f;ee~n evident. Further t8sts might not
the~ be necessary.
Discnssion of Column Test T-8
-,.._,-_.,..;-_.__ ...-._,....
(1) In Figse 16 and 17 al"e shoVl'Yl the w:ield line patterns taken
from Cambridge tests P22B3 ~md F22B9", Flange patterns only are
showne In the casa of F22BS 5 Fig 0 16, collapse fo1~cw6d
" '" . t - t h of' f • f l' Il AIl I B9 (Fi ., r7" , d ..,Imme,_,J.a e..:.. y e .. OI'r:at't ,'~ on 0 ~ne " n . g.? ..i. J C onsl. eol-
able yielding Urlc13::' conste.nt load took place after the critical
J.ine had formed bei'o~~~e collapse occurred~,
(2) As will be seen from Fig. 13, L/rx is not simulated very
well by the proposed test" This is why an 8BL13 has been
recommended for the fU.ture ..
(3) From the work at the University of Washington on lateral
buckling of beams additional information should be obtained ..
The same phenomenon described in (1) above occurred on
lateral buckling of b~ams tests at Cambridge~ The same
section was used in these tests as in B8. ThUS, the
If one -line" phenomenon seems to run throughout most of
t·he Cambridge tests,? but may not be corroborated in
larger scale tests.
(4) The Cambridge group will probably study this problem
further. If a correlation of results is obtained, then we
would hope that a large number of model tests could be made
at Cambridge, a fewer number of fUll-scale tests at Lehigh
then being required. As was noted in Progress Report G,
we expect to receive the Cambridge proposed test program soon.




